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October 23, 2012

Architectural Programming Questionnaire - Results
Stadium Study - North Boone High School
North Boone Community Unit School District 200
Poplar Grove, IL
Project Number CSG541

Programming Questionnaire:
1. Number of Survey Responses: We had a great response to the programming

questionnaire. A total of Ninety-Six (96) individuals completed the survey.

2. Stadium Location: What location do you believe would be best for the new stadium (select
1 or more)? (Refer to the aerial photo for indication of the following locations).
___ #1: In the current location? 28.7%, 29 responses
___ #2: Near the current location, but with the field running north-south? 23.8%, 24
___ #3: Northwest of the high school? 15.8%, 16 
___ #4: Southeast of the high school? 30.7%, 31
___ #5: Other location? 1.0%, 2 responses

Please describe: 1) Northeast - would like to be able to keep the
current field for MS teams

2) No opinion.

3. Advantages/Disadvantages of the Location: Please list what you believe are the
advantages and disadvantages of the location(s) you indicated in question #2 above:
a. Advantages/Disadvantages: 

1. Location #2, more parking available.
2. #1 & #4, Location is near MS, UE and HS. Adequate space for all needed

areas. Southeast of school would allow area to expand, as needed.
3. #4, I believe the space is too tight in the current location. I think there

will be a nice amount of parking available if you put it southwest of the
school. There will also be clear exits/entrance (people could enter at
the high school and have to exit through the service road/middle
school). I think the old field could be used as a practice field and for
Middle School/Lion's club games, etc. or as a soccer field.

4. #1, No need to change the other fields or do extra work getting new
ground ready for a brand new location; location easily accessible to MS
& UE PE classes.

5. #4, Would be able to start new and accommodate several sports.
6. #1, Mid Campus.
7. #4, Closer to parking and could bring district road down and add more
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parking. More space to work with for bleachers. You would see the
school before the football stadium and it is away from all the traffic
entering from the road.

8. #4, Space, noise control, not first visible when entering the school!
9. #1, Due to use of parking lots.
10. #1, Don't want to transform existing agricultural areas out of ag use.

Possibly switch the home to the north side of field with new
concession stand/bathrooms under the seating area.

11. #1, Tradition. Keep North Boone the way it was, while improving it.
12. #4, I like it there. It’ll be a new place.
13. #1, It should stay in the same place it is, it is the perfect area for a

football field.
14. #1, Accessible, familiar.
15. #1, Wind blockage and it is a tradition to have it the same.
16. #4, While building the new location, the old location (even with

problems) can used.
17. #4, Gives us two locations to use. maybe middle school can still use

old field for their games.
18. #4, Larger space, leaves current space for middle school use, better

parking and exit possibilities.
19. #2, The locality of the stadium will support all activities associated with

the high school and middle school. Community members will place a
higher value on a stadium that is next to our high school and middle
school.

20. #1, Access for middle schoolers.
21. #1, I believe that the new field is necessary but only seating wise. We

have a gorgeous field that Mr. Johnson takes great care of and the
trees block the wind and give our stadium its name. I think the stadium
just needs a new track that can be extended, new home and away
bleachers big enough for the crowd to all sit in also new press boxes
for our and other coaches to sit in, and lastly a new concession stand.

22. #1, Tradition.
23. #1, We don't have to create a new field, we already have one. I think we

need new bleachers and a new concession stand and a new track.
24. #1 & #4, Advantage: Close to both high school and middle school.

Disadvantage: Parking.
25. #4, More room to build a big stadium, and it's wide open.
26. #3, More open space. Room to expand if needed. It is separate from the

Middle School.
27. #2, Re-orienting the field N/S would allow for extra parking in current

lots at the High School, and it would still be accessible to the UE/MS
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without impeding traffic flow/safety patterns. It would also leave the
area NW of H.S. available for future expansion.

28. #4, Parking, room to expand, no need to move soccer & baseball fields.
Disadvantages: None at the moment.

29. #4, It's more close to the actual high school. Makes that side of the
building more useful. Plus it's right outside the weight room.

30. #3, Distance from middle school. Accessible parking.
31. #4, Closer to parking, advantage of as much space as you need.
32. #3, This location would allow the school to still be visible from the road,

keep practice fields and baseball/softball diamonds in current location,
and leave current football field for Jr High.

33. #4, More parking, still secluded location and separate from middle
school and upper elementary... Separate gym spaces!

34. #2, Can still keep other facilities in tact.
35. #4, Can add parking make it as big as needed.
36. #4, Plenty of space. Open options.
37. #3, Advantages - it is closer to the locker rooms for half time.

Disadvantage is that it is further from parking.
38. #4, 1. Closer for High School locker room, restroom use 2. Better

access for delivering supplies 3. Away from Poplar Grove traffic 4.
Closer to existing parking 5. Leaves play fields untouched 6. Leaves
existing stadium intact for use until new is completed. Might save on
scheduling and costs incurred for an accelerated construction
schedule. 7. Potential to save on utility needs- well, septic and power
as all should be more accessible ** would recommend removal of old
stadium once new stadium is opened to save operational costs of
maintenance.

39. #3 & #4, More accessible for parking.
40. #3 & #4, There is ample room and it is in closer proximity to the high

school. Parking is accessible to the field either northwest or southeast.
41. #1 & #4, Our first choice would be choice #4. It would put the stadium

in an accessible location and yet not in the way of traffic flow. It also
allows room to make it work. Any location must include an adequate
concession stand/restroom area away from stands.

42. #3, Closer to the high school for all the high students.
43. #2, Less restriction with the middle school next to the field to

accommodate the needs of the field and the seating.
44. #4, No interference at the middle school and closer for high school

activities.
45. #1, Perfect place its always been there and the trees are our thing.
46. #4, There is more space available and it does not seem to interfere with
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current athletic fields.
47. #4, This will allow the Middle school to have the old stadium for their

games and activities. The high school building would be responsible
for accommodating the fans.

48. #3, Proximity to high school.
49. #1, Facing west in a north/south stadium is very uncomfortable when

the sun is shining! That's why I feel the current location is best due to
stands facing north & south.

50. #2, Field facing proper direction. The location already has electricity
and parking. We would just need to run plumbing to it.

51. #2, The sun is not in the players eyes.
52. #4, Advantages: Won't interfere with what is already existing during a

construction phase.
53. #1, I love the trees that are lining the field. People from other schools

always comment on how "Pine Tree Stadium" is such a beautiful place
to play.

54. #1 & #2, It is a central location that is easy to get to, with access to a
variety of parking areas.

55. #1, Tradition, wind block by trees.
56. #4, Close to parking lots. Nobody wants to walk 3 blocks to get in the

stadium.
57. #2, Centrally located for parking purposes.
58. #1, Pine trees give the field a good wind blocker.
59. #2 & #3, Near the current location is fairly even between the HS and the

MS, both of which use the facility for P.E. and athletics.
60. #3, Parking.
61. #1 & #3, Advantage - more space to expand disadvantage - further away

from the current parking lot.
62. #3, There are lots of advantages for the new stadium. Everybody would

benefit, track, football, and the community. The only disadvantage is
the cost.

63. #4, Advantages: Wouldn’t have to move the current softball fields, close
to parking. Disadvantages: Distance from locker room.

4. Uses for the Stadium: Indicate what uses you think the new stadium should accommodate
(check 1 or more)?
a. Football games for North Boone High School: 98%, 93 responses
b. Football practices for North Boone High School: 56.4%, 53
c. Football games for local youth football teams: 46.8%, 44 
d. Track and field meets for North Boone High School: 93.6% 88
e. Track and field practices for North Boone High School: 79.8%, 75
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f. Band practice for North Boone High School: 75.5%, 71
g. Soccer games for North Boone High School: 79.8%, 75
h. Soccer practices for North Boone High School: 47.9%, 45
i. Soccer games for local youth soccer teams: 41.5%, 39
j. Physical education classes: 72.3%, 68
k. Other uses (please list below): 8.5%, 8

1) What about baseball?
2) Spring and Fall Award ceremonies, pep rallies.
3) The old one should be used for track and football practices.
4) If we keep the new field for HS team, the current field can be used for

MS and youth football teams.
5) Middle School football, soccer, and track.
6) Graduation.
7) MS Soccer and Football games and track meets.

5. Football/Soccer Field Type: Indicate whether you think the new playing surface should be
natural grass with irrigation or synthetic turf (select 1) and why: 
a. Natural grass field with irrigation system: 53.0%, 44 responses.
b. Synthetic turf field without irrigation system: 47.0%, 39
c. Why?

1) Synthetic field would be able to handle multiple uses and have less
wear and tear, grants are also available to help with the cost.

2) I think whatever is easiest to maintain and the most cost effective.
3) Synthetic Turf: Easier to maintain?
4) Natural Grass: Does it cost less to install and maintain a grass/irrigated

field?
5) Natural Grass: No reason, like the natural look but which ever is more

cost efficient for putting in and maintaining.
6) Synthetic Turf: Longer lasting/cost control in long run.
7) Synthetic Turf: If it is affordable, synthetic would allow multiple uses

without concern of ruining the field.
8) Natural Grass: It looks better.
9) Synthetic Turf: Easier to maintain.
10) Natural Grass: It’s better for everything.
11) Synthetic Turf: Wont get tore up as bad as natural.
12) Natural: Not sure of the cost/maintenance with synthetic.
13) Synthetic: More cost effective in the long run.
14) Synthetic: More durable for games, great advances with synthetic

grass.
15) Natural: Turf is less maintenance but surface is hard on the body. I like

grass because its natural and makes the field look better.
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16) Natural: Its cost prohibitive to buy proper turf.
17) Natural: It’s real.
18) Synthetic: I'm sure you can save money with synthetic grass.
19) Synthetic: Less maintenance.
20) Natural: Student safety and more environmentally responsible.
21) Synthetic: Cheaper maintenance and more professional, less uneven

ground.
22) Synthetic: Lower maintenance cost plus it would hold up to the

multiple uses.
23) Synthetic: Ease of upkeep.
24) Natural: More natural, less expensive.
25) Synthetic: Less maintenance.
26) Synthetic: So it will hold up better to the multiple uses.
27) Synthetic: 1 time cost.
28) Synthetic: Savings over the long run.
29) Synthetic: More durable.
30) Synthetic: 1. Expanded use turf provides; 2. Reduced injury potential; 3.

Reduced cost of operation & maintenance- Turf would eliminate
watering (and irrigation system), mowing, fertilizing & seeding, line
striping.

31) Synthetic: Less injuries.
32) Synthetic: Looks good and easy to take care of.
33) Either: Not really sure what's better for players. That would really be

our choice.
34) Natural: Natural and easy to fix.
35) Natural: Cost considerations. Authenticity of the game. Practical need

for it (several area teams aren't playing on it.)
36) Natural: Synthetic does not last forever and would have to be replaced

at more expense than grass.
37) Synthetic: Optimize the use of the field.
38) Natural: It’s more real and natural.
39) Natural: Fewer injuries.
40) Synthetic: Easier to sustain.
41) Natural: Grass is easier on the athletes.
42) Natural: Natural is the best way to go, and most likely a better solution

financially.
43) Natural: Easier on the body parts.
44) Natural: Cost.
45) Synthetic: It would seem to drain better and to not get torn up as easily

as natural grass.
46) Natural: Cost.
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47) Synthetic: Theoretically less maintenance on a synthetic field.

6. Football/Soccer Field Sizes: 
a. Soccer Field: The soccer field will be sized to meet IHSA requirements. Please

indicate what dimensions you believe should be provided for the soccer field
(dimensions vary):
i. Length:

(1) 120 yards: 20 responses.
(2) 100 yards: 9 responses.

ii. Width: 
(1) 80 yards: 20 responses.
(2) 70 yards: 2 responses.
(3) 60 yards: 7 responses.

iii. Why? Additional comments or requirements?:
(1) Minimum IHSA requirements.
(2) Soccer field should be in a different location.
(3) Bigger is better.

7. Fencing, Crowd Control, Supervision: New fencing will be provided to secure the entire
perimeter of the stadium and to separate the playing field from the spectators. How many
spectator entrances should there be to the stadium and why?
a. One (1) entrance: 22.0%, 20 responses.
b. Two (2) entrances: 78.0%, 71 responses.
c. Why?

1) Two: One for the visitors and the other for the home team.
2) Two: Not as many jam ups--better flow of people on heavily attended

games.
3) One: You can control access to the field.
4) Two: Easier access - most large schools have several entrances, not

only for spectators, but would also make sense if various PE classes
need to access the field.

5) Two entrances in case there needs to be a rapid evacuation.
6) One: One gate to maintain, provide ticket takers, etc.
7) Two: Faster, less traffic.
8) Two: Keep two sides apart.
9) Two: With a dedicated EMS entrance.
10) Two: Easier access for large crowds. Could always close one entrance

if not needed.
11) One: Many schools about the size of ours have only one.
12: Depends on location.
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8. Bleachers: 
a. Seating Capacity: New bleachers will be provided for the home and visitor

spectators. The new bleachers will be compliant with the Americans with Disabilities
Act. Please indicated what seating capacity you believe should be provided:
1) Home seating capacity:

a) 200: 13.3%, 6 responses
b) 300: 13.3%, 6 
c) 400: 6.7%, 3
d) 500: 11.1%, 5
f) 600: 2.2%, 1
g) 700: 4.4%, 2
h) 1000: 26.7%, 12
i) 1500: 4.4%, 2
j) 2000: 11.1%, 5
k) 3000: 2.2%, 1
l) 4000: 4.6%, 2
m) Comments:

1) Current game attendance and add 20-25% more capacity.
2) Double or triple what we can seat now.
3) Home team, staff, & band x 5.
4) Big enough to hold a play-off event.
5) At least double what there is now.
6) At least double or triple what we have now with a student

section.
7) Plan to potential of the school.
8) Double what we currently have.
9) At least triple the current capacity.
10) Enough for entire school district (all classes from all

schools).
11) 200 regular with 100 spec needs/elderly.

2) Visitor seating capacity:
a) 80: 4.3%, 2 responses
b) 100: 14.9%, 7
c) 150: 10.6%, 5
d) 200: 12.8%, 6
e) 250: 4.3%, 2
f) 300: 17.0%, 8
g) 400: 2.1%, 1
h) 500: 25.5%, 12
i) 750: 2.1%, 1
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j) 1000: 4.3%, 2
k) 1500: 2.1%, 1 
l) Comments:

1) Current game attendance and add 20-25% more capacity.
2) 100 regular with additional 50 spec needs/elderly.
3) Visiting team number and staff x 3.
4) 25% increase of current.
5) Double or triple what we have now.
6) Approximately what we currently have for home seating.

b. Press Box: Please indicate any specific requirements you have for the press box
below.
i. Size - Home team coaches:

(1) Double the current size.
(2) Within reason.
(3) Big enough for 2 coaches.
(4) Big enough for 3 coaches.
(5) Enough to hold 10 people.
(6) Room for 2.
(7) BIG.

ii. Size - Visiting team coaches: 
(1) 2 coaches.
(2) Big enough for 2 coaches.
(3) Big enough for 3 coaches.
(4) Reasonably size.
(5) Enough for 5 people.
(6) Room for 2.
(7) Smaller.

iii. Size - Announcers/press:
(1) Put them with the home teach coaches.
(2) Within reason.
(3) 2 people.
(4) 4 people.
(5) Big enough for 1 announcer.
(6) I think it should be able to hold up to 6 people, enought room to

film the game have at least 3 announcers/score keepers/clock
work, and for any other spectator necessary.

(7) Reasonably sized.
(8) Plenty of room to hold at least 3-5 people.

iv. Filming areas: Describe what you would like for filming areas:
(1) Maybe above the coaches box.
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(2) Within reason.
(3) At least 2 filming areas.
(4) Make a platform on top.
(5) Big enough for 2 filming.
(6) It should be in the announcers booth.
(7) We also need an endzone view for filming.
(8) Separate area for filming.
(9) Filming should be separate from the immediate press box..for

example a room adjacent to the press box.
(10) Enclosed on top of the box.

v. Additional comments or requirements for the press box? 
(1) This is just HS games!
(2) New sound system.
(3) Get a better sound system it sounds all muffled.
(4) A much better sound system please so they can be heard and

much more play by play announcing.
(5) Sound system needs an upgrade.
(6) Follow reasonable established standards; Build what IHSA

dictates.
(7) See other schools that have newer facilities to determine this.

Needs good sound system.
(8) Maybe an area for a fan section that could be raffled off for each

home game. People could pay for tickets to sit in this section as
well. Make it an honor to sit up there!

(9) Internet access for game streaming.

9. Concessions: Please provide the following information related to the concessions building:
a. Location: What would be the best location for the new concessions in relation to a

new field, the home bleachers, and visitor bleachers?
1) Home side: 54.0%, 47 responses
2) Visitor side: 0%, 0
3) End zone: 42.5%, 37
4) Other: 3.4%, 3

a) Neutral area, without posing distraction to players and fans (end
zone is distracting).

b) Try to centrally locate the concessions for all sporting events.
c) Really depends on where the field ends up and what makes the

most sense in relation to the field and space.
d) One centralized location for the concessions, bathrooms, and

storage.
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b. Size: Based on the current concession building, should the new concessions
building be the same size or larger than the existing building?
1) Smaller: 0%, 0 responses
2) Same size: 34.6%, 28
3) Larger: 65.4%, 53
4) Comments:

a) Twice as big.
b) Maybe selling area should be larger.
c) Double the existing size.
d) Ask the people working in the building!
e) Look at Genoa’s and Clinton’s - need 2 big windows.
f) Probably twice the size.
g) Need order window and pick-up window.
h) Big enough so it’s not crowded.
i) Bigger to be more equipped to have more to sell.
j) Double it’s size now.
k) 12 feet longer.
l) Talk to people who have run concessions to see what their

needs are.
m) At least large enough to accommodate 7-8 workers at once.
n) Larger if proposed for multi-use (winter storage, etc.)
o) Make it concessions, spirit wear, restrooms, & storage building.
p) Maybe windows on both sides, more air flow through there.
q) Better facility to accommodate food preparation.
r) Twice as big...line is always too long now.
s) Be able to have two lines.
t) Maybe slightly larger, maintenance free construction.
u) Probably 50% larger.
v) 25% larger.
w) Large enough to serve the community. It is embarrassing when

we can't seem to fill a need quickly.
x) Would be nice for the high school, middle school, soccer and

track to each have their own section so no one has to make sure
and get all their stuff out before the next game.

y) More windows/organization so there is less backup when
ordering.

c. Features: Based on the current concessions building, what additional equipment,
features, or a capabilities should be provided in the new concessions building versus
the existing building? 
1) Restrooms.
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2) Bigger windows, grilling area.
3) Working stove, better washing station, maybe add restrooms here.
4) Must have space to accommodate lines, people able to form 2 lines at

each window. Possibly look at putting concessions underneath the
bleachers to accommodate multiple lines without getting in way of
traffic area.

5) More frig/freezer capabilities, additional stove, additional places for
microwaves, partitioned storage room for stock supplies.

6) Awning to cover in case of rain, spirit wear sold in concession building.
7) I think it should open a 2 sided concessions for more convenient for all

fans.
8) Better features for serving hot dogs, hamburgers, better features for

serving drinks.
9) Grills, popcorn machine, more selection for drinks.
10) Does it contain potable water? Life safety equip (defibrilator,

stretcher,..).
11) Fans.
12) Eight burners, two fridges, locking storage for foods, soda.
13) Ice machine with fountain pop please!!! Larger windows so you can see

the people inside better.
14) More storage space.
15) Restrooms.
16) Pizza carousel..restrooms attached..several windows to avoid long

lines.
17) Stoves for cooking/heating water, etc. LOTS of outlets. LOTS of counter

space.
18) Plenty of coolers. How can we not serve cold water/pop?????? Cooler

space is critical.
19) Commercial sized refrigerator/freezer, popcorn machine, pop coolers,

pretzel warmer, etc.
20) Guides for lines, right now everyone just stands wherever trying to get

to the windows to pick up food.

10. Restrooms: Provide the following information related to restrooms? 
a. Using Restrooms in the Schools: How acceptable is it providing restrooms within

the Middle School (or the high school if the new stadium is constructed near it) for
use by spectators? 
1) Yes: 37.5%, 33 responses
2) No: 62.5%, 55
3) Comments:

a) More work for janitors and messy buildings.
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b) Easier if separate and easier for maintenance.
c) It causes more wear and tear on the buildings and more security

issues.
d) Should be separate!
e) You don't want people entering and exiting school. Too hard to

control entrances etc. Build restrooms in the stadium if at all
possible. Could be included in phase 2 or added to concessions
area as in Genoa and Clinton.

f) Should be below bleachers.
g) Larger restrooms for less waiting.
h) Make restrooms as part of concessions like Genoa-Kingstons.
i) Separate is better.
j) In building OK as long as they can be sectioned off. Some porta

potty's at each sideline though.
k) It causes supervision problems to allow students into the

school.
l) Put restrooms in an accessible place. Nobody wants to walk far

to go to the bathroom, especially if you are elderly.
m) We can't provide adequate supervision for the facilities and

costly problems often happen.
n) Especially those with physical limitations will have a difficult

time getting to the restroom.

b. Portable Toilets: Is it acceptable to provide portable toilets for the spectators?
1) Yes: 57.5%, 50 responses
2) No: 42.5%, 37
3) Why? 

a) No, I feel we would get more participation if we had running
toilets.

b) Could have additional ones for homecoming/special events.
c) They are gross.
d) Permanent is better.
e) Yes, easy maintenance.
f) Yes, if higher end, well maintained, wash stations, etc.
g) It's better than nothing, but spectator restrooms would be better.
h) For the visitors maybe but there should be a nice facility.
i) No, there’s no hand washing area!

c. Exterior Restroom Building: Should exterior restroom facilities be provided at the
field for use by athletes and spectators?
1) Yes: 85.7%, 72 responses.
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2) No: 14.3%, 12 responses.
3) Why?

a) No. I think these rarely would get cleaned properly--portable
ones would be better, although gross :-).

b) Yes, if money is there...could add later.
c) Yes, it gets cold in October and April!
d) No. Cost prohibitive.
e) Attached to concessions.
f) Could be built at a later date.
g) Waste of money if we already have them.
h) Yes, need more restroom space.
i) Yes, it would be nice if there is enough money.
j) Convenience.
k) Need more bathroom space.

11. Ticket Booths: Should ticket booths be provided at the new stadium? 
a. Yes: 76.5%, 62 responses.
b. No: 23.5%, 19 responses.
c. Comments:

1) One at the main entrance and a table would be fine for the second
entrance.

2) Not necessary if cost savings but a nice feature if can be included.
3) Would be nice...if have enough funds.
4) Small, covered, portable shelter (4 x 4) with counter for inclement

weather.
5) If we are going to do it, why don't we do it right?
6) No, unless it can be combined with restroom facilities or concessions.

12. Team Locker Rooms/Areas: Is it acceptable to have the home and visiting teams use
spaces in the existing schools before and during the game? 
a. Yes: 90.9%, 80 responses.
b. No: 9.1%, 8
c. Comments?

1) Depending on location.
2) Yes, locker room space should be at the high school for both teams.
3) Yes, before the game, during half time and after the game only.
4) No, visiting teams trash them.
5) No, If it could be done financially, locker rooms would be great. But not

highest priority.
6) Yes, sometimes they mess with our stuff.
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13. Field Storage: Should space be provided at the new stadium for storage of athletic
equipment?
a. Yes: 89.0%, 73 responses
b. No: 11.0%, 9 responses
c. Comments or requirements?__

1) Never have enough storage.
2) For large awkward items only.
3) Use old concession stand for storage.
4) New have enough storage space for required “stuff.”
5) Across the road, where fireworks are launched for homecoming.
6) Yes! Yes! Yes! Hard to drag track equipment across the school yard.
7) Added cost that we don't need if the school is nearby.
8) Yes, under bleachers. Provide multiple secured spaces.
9) ABSOLUTELY!!!!!!
10) Is it needed? And what is the cost factor?

14. Additional Comments/Requirements: Please provide any additional comments or
requirements you think would be important to the design team:
a. Green, black, and white.
b. Should have area for long jump pits, pole vault and high jump area that is not

on grass. Track should have 8 lanes, 6 on corners. It is necessary to provide
adequate seating so there can be an adequate student section. Please look at
Genoa facilities as an example model. Perfect size and setup for what North
Boone needs.

c. ATM present.
d. I really hope this field keeps tradition, but at the same time gets the proper

treatment needed to provide for our fans, opponents fans, coaches and to all
the players that deserve it.

e. Talk with other schools to see what works well and what doesn't.
f. Bleachers at the end of the field for the band to sit.
g. Use Midwest Track Builders to build the track.
h. Strongly recommend selling reserved seats to make additional revenue.
i. Provide light poles that would include ladders for lamp changes? Consider

vehicle access for emergency, maintenance and concession delivery vehicles.
j. Visitor and home stands need to be high enough for spectators to see well.

DO NOT do like Clinton, WI. Cheap bleachers and all spectators on one side.
Well structured stands on both sides of field.

k. If we are going to do it, let's do it right. Let's build something that will satisfy
our needs for 20 years not 5-7. It's cheaper to do things right the first time
rather than have to go back and fix/add later. One similar to Marengo's, but on
a smaller scale would be great. They did it right!
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l. I have had several elderly people say that their experience at home football
games was difficult. I think we need to offer golf cart rides for seniors who
would like to see a game, but cannot walk far enough to reach the bleachers,
only to find that there is no room. I witnessed a man's death last year, who
prior to his passing stated that it sure was a long way to walk to get to the
bleachers. He never made it.

15. Thank you: Thank you for high level of community feedback related to this programming
questionnaire. Your input and opinions are critical for a successful project.
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